Portable Amateur Radio
VK4JRC On Lord Howe Island 2011

Operating Portable Amateur Radio can be a whole lot of
fun, especially when you are on holidays!
Combined with hiking and bushwalking, even makes it a
healthy activity!

A trip to Lord Howe Island gave me a chance to 'play' radio and go bushwalking with it.
Being constrained with a restricted luggage of 14kg weight for the trip meant that my radio
operations needed careful planning and that QRP operation was my only choice, given the
weight of equipment need to be also carried in a backpack.
The heaviest item was my 2.6kg weight of 9A/H 12 volt battery, followed by the Icom 703 10
watt radio, the PAR EndFedz 10/20/40 metre triband end fed antenna weighed in at a
massive 300 grams! Given the other accessories, along with food and
water brought my backpack weight up to 10 kg total.

My biggest mistake was not bringing a squid pole! So I improvised by simply laying out the
antenna across the low height vegetation at my site, as you can see in the pictures. SWR was a
reasonable 1.6 across the 3 bands, not bad for being 4 feet off the ground.
The chosen site was Kim's Lookout about 180 metres ASL
high on a North facing cliff. The hike distance was 1.3
kilometres from Old Settlement Beach and took just under an
hour through dense trees and undergrowth. The track is well
defined, but rather rough in places.
Band conditions on the day were reasonable, the main
problem being I could hear way more
stations than I could
talk to, but using only 10 watts gave
a lot of thrills to the chase! I even
managed to work VK4 & VK2 on
40 metres AM!! The receiver noise
level was so low, it was like I had
no antenna connected!

I would monitor band conditions from my station, setup at my accommodation and IF there
was any action about, I would hike to Kim's Lookout and setup there.
My antenna at the accommodation was a single wire with coil, fed by a 4:1 Balun connected
to an Elecraft QRP T1 battery powered ATU and my Icom 703. The radio being powered
by a 12 volt 9A/H SLA battery.
This meant that I only needed to pack the radio and battery, plus food and water for my hike
to the Lookout, my accommodation antenna, Balun and ATU could remain behind. The
PAR EndFedz 10/20/40 metre antenna worked very well from Kim's Lookout, despite only
being laid out on top of the vegetation!

